(Correspondence). And even beyond: his De imperio was published only after his death. In short, now is the moment to draw some tentative conclusions on Grotius' life and works. In this review emphasis will be laid on Grotius as a theologian. No more than a rough outline will be sketched. One of the two editors of the correspondence, Nellen, is the right person to write a full account. Actually, he will do that in a forthcoming biography of this great humanist.
The beginnings of Grotius' life, education and career were promising. These conclusions can be drawn from De Hollandse jaren. The fifteen contributions to this fine volume are clustered in four themes: law in the beginning of the seventeenth century; scholars and men of letters; towards a Republic; theology during the Truce. The aspects of De Groot's life that are discussed are so diverse that for purposes of review only a few will be singled out, especially from the fourth section.
The 'Delft miracle' (the infant prodigy who would become the 'Delft oracle') is the subject of the contribution by Ridderikhoff, who sheds light on Grotius' academic studies and, among other things, quotes Brandt and Van Cattenburgh: 'From his earliest youth he showed clear signs of his high-flying genius, noble character and indefatigable diligence' ('In zijn eerste kintsheit gaf hij klaere proefstukken van zijn overvliegend vernuft, edelen inborst en onvermoeide nijverheit...'). . Grotius' studies were successful and he took his doctoral degree at Orleans University. Ridderikhoff convincingly demonstrates that this was a genuine degree and that Grotius did not 'buy' it, something that was not uncommon in Orleans. Egmond discusses the networks of De Groot, father and son, and Hugo's seyyashz*onz'ng, as she calls it, as a vexed scholar. Van Dam, who describes him as a philologist with a good understanding of the value of manuscripts and as an excellent poet, gives a shrewd characterisation of De Groot, who 'always stayed a philologist, also as a theologian and jurist; and besides a homo retoricus, an advocate who rather defends a position than has an opinion of his own.'
